PPD® FSP
FLEXIBLE, COST-EFFECTIVE OPTIONS TO SUPPORT YOUR EVOLVING NEEDS

Through FSP partnerships, PPD provides professionals who serve as an extension of your team, providing much-needed key support service. No matter the size of the company or phase of the drug, we provide flexible, predictable and cost-effective options.

Whether you need support for specific tasks or therapeutic areas, or meeting the demands of pipeline peaks and troughs, PPD FSP can provide a flexible, cost-effective solution with control and transparency. We can help reduce the need to hire and train specialized staff or provide 24-hour workforce coverage when needed.

Top-Tier Experts, Not Backup
Our shared pool of resources gets you highly trained talent through the full force of PPD’s global infrastructure.

Quality and Long-Term Dedication
Our 25 years of FSP experience and strong retention rates ensure quality and dedication to your study.

Streamline Capacity Management and Planning Oversight
We expand access to talent, protect budgets and set you up for success through a secure capacity management tool.

Pricing Structured to Meet Your Outsourcing Desires
We can align to your needs through a pay-for-performance, risk/reward or a hybrid model.

A FULL SPECTRUM OF CRO SERVICES

We have supported the FSP model for over 25 years, covering all functions and services, from clinical to marketed products. Whether filling small gaps or supplementing large-scale programs that require dedicated capacity management across all functions, you get highly trained talent backed by the full force of PPD’s global infrastructure through our shared pool of resources.

PPD IS SOME 26,000 PEOPLE STRONG GLOBALLY WITH 4,000+ PEOPLE SUPPORTING FSP CONTRACTS

PPD FSP - PEOPLE WHO DELIVER To learn more, visit ppdi.com/fsp
Talent and resources drive your regulatory timeline and milestone achievements. Inefficient forecasting of resources creates unnecessary overhead costs, administrative burdens, timeline risks and staff turnover. Finding the right qualified teams – at the right time, in the right place – is a risk management strategy that maximizes budget, ensures quality and accelerates timelines.

PPD FSP Source is an all-in-one capacity management solution designed to expand access to services and talent, protect budgets and set you up for success.

Through this secure web application, our FSP clients have a central point for communications, demand planning and management. Access to real-time, high-quality forecasting, resourcing and operational data through three key modules:

- **Forecast:** Generate quick ramp-up and down estimates
- **Request:** Easy, on-line requisition tool
- **Analyze:** Make better decisions with robust resourcing metrics and operational KPIs to measure team progress and engagement.

PPD FSP Source is a secure, dedicated portal to find clinical research FSP services, where and when you need them.

We understand that having quality people remain on a study is key to ensuring success. We cover clients on every level, allowing them to do more with less, while providing an uncompromising commitment to quality. PPD FSP has consistently strong retention rates ensuring continuity and long-term dedication to your project. Through an enterprise-connected talent pool, supported by exceptional training, support and technology, our FSP staff has the same high standards, training, career development opportunities and support as PPD staff assigned to full-service partnerships.

To learn more, visit ppd.com/fsp